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People Disenchanted, In Transition, In Crisis, Easiest To Reach with Gospel
By Robert White
Lakeside Church’s lead pastor Dave Ralph has discovered
that the three groups of people most receptive to the Gospel are
those who have been disenchanted by religion, those who are in
transition, and individuals in crisis.
Located just outside Guelph’s northern boundary, Lakeside
was formed in 1989 by a group of 40 families. Just over a year
ago, the congregation, which now averages about 2,000 a
week, opened an addition which included four different venues
to provide three different styles of worship—contemporary, a
contemporary/traditional mix, youth-oriented—and a café
setting for spiritual explorers.
“We’ve tried to create a safe, welcoming environment,” says
Ralph who came to Lakeside in August 1999. “It’s not
Christianity light but more Christianity explained with
language and visuals they can understand.”
Ralph has discovered that “ Christianity explained” seems to
find fertile ground in these three groups of people. Influenced
by T hom Raine’s book, The Unchurched Next Door, and his
own experience, he’s found “ on the seeking spectrum, some are
easier to reach than others.”
People Disenchanted with the Church
One of the groups that is easier to reach, is people who,
because of past religious hurt, have become disenchanted with
the church. “They’re significantly easier to reach than those
with no spiritual history,” he says. “They’re more open and
understand the storyline.”
People in Transition
People in transition with significant personal changes—such
as a move or the birth of a child —are another group more
receptive to the Gospel. People moving into a new community,
or even within a community, often connect with the church in
order to find fellowship, says Ralph.
And, as children are born, or grow up, parents often feel they
need to provide a spiritual grounding and start bringing their
children to church. A man who’d recently started attending
Lakeside told Ralph the number one reason he was coming was
because of his daughters and the second reason was to listen to
the messages on Sunday morning.
People in Crisis
Of the third group, those in crisis, Ralph says, “ it can be as
simple as a crisis over the pace of life, or their job. Or it can be
a crisis of the heart.” In many cases, notes Ralph, once the
crisis has been resolved, people realize it arose because
something was missing from their lives.

For those coming to the
church in crisis, Lakeside
ministries include Celebrate
Recovery (a Christ-centred,
biblically-based step program
for those with hurts, habits and
hang-ups), a strong Community
Care ministry and Christian
counseling.
Ralph makes sharing the
Gospel part of the church’s
DNA, continually encouraging
members to “ invite and invest”
in people and create a safe
environment for them to learn about Christ. Lakeside has
held—and will hold—training such as Just Walk Across the
Room, Contagious Christian and Going Public with Your Faith
to help members learn to share their faith more readily and
easily.
“People in church need to see church not for themselves but
for those not already there,” says Ralph. “The ultimate goal is
to be equipped, be proactive and make a difference in other
people.”
And, while Ralph has learned the three groups of people who
are the easiest to reach with the Gospel, he’s also discovered
the group hardest to reach—a group he describes as the
“ religiously lost” who are increasing in numbers in the world,
but not within the church.
“They’re people who don’t know the storyline and God isn’t
part of their worldview,” says Ralph. “They need church
people who will jump into their life and just do life with them.”
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Churches Care For People with Special Needs
by Emily Wierenga
Westlock Gospel Chapel in Alberta and Emmanuel Christian Community in BC believe in caring for those with special needs.
Westlock Gospe l Chapel, which is about to double the
size of the building it built in the mid-90’s, is helping Bethel
Bible Camp run a unique program each summer for people
who are mentally challenged. “ God asks us to look after those
who may not be strong enough to care for themselves,” says
Al Blackmere, a member of Westlock Gospel Chapel and
administrator for Bethel Bible Camp.
Entitled “ Come as You Are” (CAYA), the camp—
which started in 2003 outside of Westlock—involves
individuals between 14 and 76 years of age. “It is such a joy to
see these people come to camp and appreciate God’s
creation,” says Blackmere, who volunteers regularly at
CAYA. Campers are encouraged to engage in singing,
memorizing Bible passages, working on crafts and
participating in physical activities according to their abilities.
One of the biggest challenges facing CAYA is securing
volunteer staff. “ Many people are hesitant at first to volunteer,
believing they are not qualified to be a cabin leader for
handicapped campers,” Blackmere explains. After the week is
over, however, “they almost always say it is the best and most
rewarding camp they have ever worked at.”
Due to the financial support of churches like Westlock
Gospel Chapel, Bethel Bible Camp is able to supplement the
overall cost of CAYA, thereby helping people with special
needs afford a week away from home. “ Offering a camp
experience to the handicapped without gouging them
financially is one way to honour God’s request,” says

Blackmere, a father of three who appreciates the positive
impact camp has on a person’s upbringing.
Another congregation reaching out to those in need is
Emmanuel Christian Community of Richmond, BC,
founded in 1980. Emmanuel has given permission for Joy
Fellowship, an inter-denominational ministry based in
Vancouver that reaches out to people with mental or physical
disabilities, to use its location for services on Sunday
afternoons.
This fall, Emmanuel is planning to add on to its
building so Joy Fellowship can have its own permanent space,
versus having to set up and take down every Sunday. “We saw
opportunity to help the handicapped get their needs met by a
Christian community,” says Pastor Bill Macaulay, one of the
staff elders at Emmanuel.
Marla Pattern, a 38-year-old who has Down Syndrome,
is a member of Emmanuel who has attended Joy Fellowship
for the past few years. Her mother, Sandra, appreciates the
way Joy has taught Marla to love others. “ She has become
compassionate towards people,” Sandra explains. “ Sometimes
those with special needs forget that others have needs too. Joy
Fellowship has broadened her perspective, and made her more
sensitive.”
Marla’s favourite part of the service is learning about
Jesus. “ I love Him,” she says. “ Jesus is my friend. There’s no
turning back, no turning back.”

Agricola Community Church Reaches Out With a
By Coleen Taylor

Carnival

Agricola Community Church, located just outside Edmonton,
AB, wants to have a strong neighbourhood presence, so, as
part of our ongoing intention to reach out, we decided to hold a
community carnival this summer.
Our plan was to feed and entertain as many of our neighbours as we could
persuade to come. Some of us invited people in person, while others phoned
already-established contacts. As my husband Ross handed out 150 flyers, he met
many neighbours for the first time and renewed acquaintance with others.
He learned three things going
door to door in our rural location: the
neighbours were clearly pleased to
hear about a church that was giving
Approximately 70 people attended Agricola
something
to the community instead of
Community Church’s summer carnival.
asking for money; they were much
friendlier when he was wearing his ball cap than when he wasn’t; even before the
carnival started, we felt we had accomplished something important because we met
people and talked to them about our house church.
Our little group of 30 to 40 people (half of them children) proved to be up to
the challenge of hosting—providing everything from live music, to
children’s theatre, art in progress, games, animal petting, and festive food.
Ross and Coleen Taylor, leaders at Agricola
No question, a good time was had by the 70 or so that attended, and all of us
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Community Church, say it helps to know
at Agricola Community Church made new friends.
someone who owns a pirate ship.

What I’m Doing About It
Jay Gurnett, jay@vision-ministries.org

I’ve quoted him all over the
place, maybe even in Thinking
Ahead. In How Churches
Grow, Donald McGavran says
it so well when he talks about
two forces that constantly
press on the Church. One of
those forces “pushes it into
shepherding the flock and
perfecting its own life, the
other into discipling the
nations and spending itself on
others.” Most of us know what
The growing Gurnett clan. As Jay and Marg
he’s talking about. His next
relocate to London, Ontario they will see
words are not a surprise, but
more of their kids and grandbabies
they always stop me and make
me think. He says: “These forces are not easily balanced. There is a
constitutional bias toward perfecting. T he Churches gravitate toward caring
for what they have. … It is easier for the Church to settle down to a quiet
shepherding of the flock than to climb uphill to missionary endeavour.”
McGavran wasn’t uninterested in church health—church renewal
was his big thing. He believed in worship, teaching, and in caring for the
flock. He really did love the Church, but he recognized that we don’t do as
well at “ missionary endeavour” as we might.
I’m sure he’s right. We have to be vigilant, or we just stop reaching
out. And frankly, I’m a little fed up with this in my own life and my own
church life. So here’s what I’m doing about it: I agreed with Sandra Reimer
and Gord Martin (the rest of the editorial team here) that we’d focus this
issue on stories of churches and ministries doing new kinds of things to
reach into their communities.
There are many more of these stories, which we’d love to hear and
pass along – so send them in please. We are particularly interested in stories
that talk about breaking “hard ground.” Of course, we need to sow seed all
over the place and it would be foolish to throw most of it on the path. But
sometimes I think that much of Canada is now stony or thorny or tramped
down. It makes sense to reach those who are in crisis, which Dave Ralph
mentions on page 1 of this issue, or who arrive in Canada wanting to
investigate the gospel; but we also have to keep climbing uphill in
missionary endeavour with “ common Canadians.”
The other part of what I’m doing to reach out feels bigger to me.
Marg and I have realized for a while that we were being “ compelled by the
Spirit” to spend more of our time on the great mission. As a VMC guy, I
realized that at least part of that would involve a new “thing” (you may read
“thing” as “ church”). At just the right time it seems, our daughters, sons-inlaw and (as of yesterday) six grandchildren, all settled in London, Ontario
for the next 4-5 years. It seemed like a good place for Marg and I to start
something new.
Meanwhile, a half-dozen other “ about-to-be” new things/churches
came to our attention – scattered across the country. All were oriented to
breaking hard ground—reaching new people in spiritually transforming,
community-oriented, missional ways. All have been interested in “planting
together” miles and miles apart. More about this another time.
So Marg and I have relocated again – this time to London. I am still
the VMC-West person, but I am also intending to do some reaching
out; and holding tighter to our batch of grandbabies.
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Churches Celebrate Recovery That’s Christ-centred and Biblically Based
By Robert White
Sitting in Saddle back Church,
learning about Celebrate
Recovery, Brian Bulger found
himself both “terrified by” and
“ amazed at” the program which
helps people deal with harmful
hurts, habits, and hang-ups.
The journey to Saddleback began
four and a half years ago when
Bulger, the Community Care
Brian Bulger leads the
director at Guelph, ON’s
Celebrate Recovery ministry Lakeside Church, discovered
at Lakeside Church in Guelph the congregation was a
“ revolving door” for people with substance abuse needs he
didn’t have the resources to address.
“The percentage of recovery in existing programs was
extremely low,” recalls Bulger, citing an 11% recovery rate
for Alcoholics Anonymous and a 6% to 8% rate for Narcotics
Anonymous, “ and there wasn’t anything with a Christian
focus.” Then someone who knew he was looking for a
program sent Bulger an e-mail about CR.
Started by Saddleback in 1991, CR is a Christ-centred,
biblically based step program which clearly defines Jesus
Christ as the one and only Higher Power. According to
Bulger, CR’s 12 steps and 8 recovery principles focus on a
balance of healing and transformation to bring freedom from
addictive, compulsive, and dysfunctional behaviours. Other
step programs focus on behavioural modification. CR gets to
the root of what drives addictive behaviour—the participants’
need to surrender their lives to Christ, a challenge made
within the first six lessons of the CR curriculum. “If they
don’t get the part around turning their life over to Christ, the
rest won’t work,” says Bulger.
“ I was terrified by the magnitude of the program,” says
Bulger, recalling his initial reaction while at a Saddle backhosted leader training Summit, “ and I realized I had stuff in
my own life to deal with.” Bulger, who’d had years of
Christian counselling, recognized his own need to be healed
from issues related to being an adult child of alcoholics,
multiple incidents of sexual abuse, sexual addiction and codependency. “I had to journey the program itself,” he says.
But by April 2004, Lakeside had a CR leadership team
in place and 50 people at its first meeting. The initial core
group of about 25 has since grown to an average of between
65 and 80 people with a leadership group of about 30.
For Bulger and Deb Jones, the CR director at Waterloo,
ON’s Creekside Church, one of CR’s strengths is that it goes
beyond just drug and alcohol addiction by including other
“ addictive” behaviours such as co-dependency, sexual
addiction, anger, and depression.
Because CR is inclusive of hurts, habits, and hang-ups
beyond drugs and alcohol, it can provide help for families
where co-dependency has become an issue, says Jones,
who’s involved in a unique program arrangement.
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Creekside has teamed up with another Waterloo
congregation—Lincoln Road Chapel—to provide CR.

Lincoln Road’s central and easily-reached location and
Creekside’s large seeker-sensitive congregation on Waterloo’s
northern boundary solved the logistics of facilities and support
challenges. “ Bringing the two churches together…I wouldn’t
trade that,” says Jones.
The Creekside/Lincoln Road program began in January
2005 after Lincoln Road’s Bruce Fournier and a number of
other church leaders saw the benefits of CR. Jones says
there’s an average attendance of around 60, which she expects
to see grow after an eight-week sermon series this summer at
Creekside based on CR’s eight principles.
One of the key challenges has been melding CR into the
congregation’s culture while maintaining participant’s
anonymity, says Bulger. CR has become part of Lakeside’s
culture, but there’s still a remnant who see CR as something
for “those people.”
“ (Ralph) does a good job of senior pastor support. Not a
month goes by without him mentioning it from the front,”
Bulger says. And some CR participants, especially those in
leadership positions, have chosen to identify themselves in
order to promote the program. “There comes a point when it’s
no longer a discussion about me, but about the kingdom,” says
Bulger. T he main challenge is to teach newcomers to CR not
to say to someone after the Sunday morning worship service,
“ see you tomorrow night at CR,” he says.
The melding of CR into the church’s culture has led
Bulger and Lakeside to become a lightning rod for CR in
Ontario. In May 2006, Lakeside hosted the province’s first CR
training seminar featuring CR founders John and Cheryl
Baker. The goal of this initial conference was to help
attendees learn how to start CR from scratch.
The success of the first seminar—500 attendees—led to
a second one this past May which had two tracks: one for
those wanting to start a CR program and one for those
wanting to take existing CR programs to a new level of health
and growth. As a result of these seminars, a team of Ontario
regional representatives—comprised of Bulger, Jones and
Wendy McLellan from London, ON’s North Park
Community Church—has been created to represent CR and
provide a support system for CR programs.
“There’s massive growth in CR around the world,” says
Jones, who’s excited about the CR materials created in
French—which could spell hope for setting up CR in
Quebec.“
The growth is also evident through what’s happening
with the Creekside/Lincoln Road group. They will begin a CR
program at the Grand Valley Institute for Women in Kitchener
in January. We’ve also received clearance to go into (the)
Vanier (Centre for Women) in Milton. All we’re waiting for
are volunteers,” says Jones. And next fall, they plan to run the
CR for youth program: Life Hurts, God Heals.
For Bulger, CR’s growth at Lakeside meant adding CR
director to his job description. He faces the challenge of
balancing the needs of both aspects of his ministry. “ CR is
becoming a full-time ministry,” says Bulger.
Continued p 5

Continued: Churches Celebrate Recovery That’s Christ-centred and Biblically Based
CR’s Eight Recovery Principles
1. Realize I’m not God; I admit that I am powerless to control my tendency to do the wrong thing and my life is u nmanageable.
2. Earnestly believe that God exists,that I matter to Him, and that He has the power to help me recover.
3. Consciously choose to commit all my life and will to Christ’s care and control.
4. Openly examine and confess my faults to God, to myself and to another person whom I trust.
5. Voluntarily submit to any and all changes God wants to make in my life.
6. Evaluate all my relationships; offer forgiveness to those who have hurt me and make amends for harm I’ve done to others
when possible, without expecting any reward.
7. Reserve a daily time with God for self-examination, Bible reading, and prayer in order to know God and His work for my life
and gain the power to do it.
8. Yield myself to be used by God to bring this good news to others, both by my example and by my words.

A Christian Alternative to AA Groups

By Emily Wierenga

Former pastor of Assiniboia-Charleswood Community Church develops a new program for people battling addictions.
A new program for people battling addiction is providing a
ACC, and gaining their support, Fletcher initiated a group
much-needed alternative to Alcoholics Anonymous (AA),
called Finding Freedom on March 2, 2007. Every Friday night
according to T im Fletcher of Winnipeg, MB.
he meets with anywhere between 50 and 75 addicts, as well as
“ AA doesn’t allow addicts to talk about their
their relatives, at T amarack Rehab. Assisted by 40 of ACC’s
relationship with Jesus as their Higher Power,” explains
250 members, Fletcher leads the group in two hours of
Fletcher, an addiction counsellor and former pastor of
worship, teaching and small groups. ACC members are
Assiniboia-Charleswood Community Church (ACC), “ and
involved with both transcribing and recording Fletcher’s talks
the church doesn’t understand nor address addiction
on CD and video, as well as organizing events such as the
adequately.”
group’s first baptismal service this past April.
Following his departure four years ago as pastor of
Of the four baptized that day, Fletcher recalls one in
the 30-year-old ACC—which reaches out to subdivisions in
particular. A prostitute and crack addict, she was eight months
western Winnipeg—Fletcher continued working there partpregnant. Having done crack during the first four months of
time as well as counselling at T amarack Rehab. As he worked her pregnancy, the church began to pray for her and her baby
with addicts, the father of three not only began to understand
while preparing a large gift-basket for her. “ As she stood
the complexity of addiction, but to realize the need for a
looking at the basket she felt overwhelmed by God’s love and
Christian rehabilitation program.
surrendered her life to Him,” says Fletcher. T oday the baby is
Healing is a two-step process, says 48-year-old
healthy and happy; meanwhile the young mother now attends
Fletcher; it involves both basic recovery as well as tackling
ACC and facilitates her own small group for female addicts.
the roots of addiction. In 2006 Fletcher learned of Celebrate
Recently Fletcher was approached by an inner-city
Recovery (CR)—a Christian rehab program. While impressed
ministry and asked to start a second group this fall. “We are
by its intentions, Fletcher desired to expand on the program’s
excited about this,” he says, “ because it will make Finding
teachings. “Though the material was very good, I felt, based
Freedom accessible to more addicts.” Fletcher counts it a
on my experience of dealing with common underlying
privilege to be part of what God is doing. “ Every week we
issues of addiction, that I needed to teach a lot more than
hear stories of how people’s lives are being changed,” he
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that covered in the CR literature,” he explains.
says. “T here is no other way to account for it than that
After approaching the elders and members of
God is working in a special way.”

Upcoming

VMC EVENTS

Engage 08:
9 am to 3 pm,
Saturday, October 18, 2008
Forest Brook Community Church, Ajax, ON
$25/person or $30/couple
Jesus “became flesh and blood, and moved into the neighbourhood.”
(John 1:14 MSG) Has your church moved into your neighbourhood?

Engage 08 Facilitator
Dwayne Cline, Sr. Pastor,
Hughson Baptist Church in
downtown Hamilton, ON

How Simple Can Church Be?
Saturday, October 25, 2008, 9:00 am to 3:00 pm Lakeside Church, Guelph, ON; $25/person or $30/couple
Presentations and discussion related to the book Simple Church by Thom S. Rainer and Eric Geiger. Four simple words: Clarity,
Movement, Alignment and Focus are the big words of the Simple Church.
Presenters include: Tim Day, The Meeting House; Dave Ralph, Lakeside Church; Gord Martin, VMC; Ken Taylor,
Creekside Church, Gord Brock, Lincoln Road Chapel; Ron Seabrooke, Wallenstein Bible Chapel.

Teams That Work
Sunday, October 26, 2008, 2:00 pm to 6:20 pm Community Bible Church, Ilderton, ON
$25/person or $30/couple
An interactive workshop that will help you develop ministry teams that provide effective leadership and get spiritu al
work done. For elder or deacon groups, committees, ministry teams, youth teams and more.
Presenters: Gord Martin and Bruce Fournier

Register for any of these events at www.vision-ministries.org or by calling 1-877-509YORKVIEW COMMUNITY CHURCH RECEIVES
SPECIAL RECOGNITION THROUGH WILLOW
CREEK’S COURAGEOUS LEADERSHIP AWARD

E-version of Thinking Ahead Saves Money

This congregation of 95 people located in Newmarket, Ontario was
recognized for their “ outstanding involvement and effectiveness in
the fight against AIDS” through their work in Uganda, Africa.
Read more about Yorkview’s work in Kampala, Uganda at
www.courageousleadershipaward.com/2008_yorkview_community.html.
Watch for an article in the next issue of Thinking Ahead.

Congratulations Yorkview Community Church!
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Not quite as many copies of Thinking Ahead will be printed
this issue. An aggressive campaign by Henrietta Koenig –
our offi ce manag er and do-what ever-it-takes person – has
upped our electronic subscription list to well over 400 –thus
saving us nearly $1000/year. We’re glad to save a little
more if you are just as happy to read your copy of the
newsletter on the your computer (or don’t mind paying for
your own printing when the newsletter comes in on line).
Let us know by dropping a line to info@visionministries.org.
And don’t worry; you are still welcome to receive a
printed copy by snail mail—1100 other people do.
Consider helping us with the cost of producing and mailing
our newsletter with a donation of $15/year – more details on
the right side of page 3.

Humility is Next to Godliness
By Dave McClurkin

dave@vision-ministries.org

Those closest to him called him
“ Madiba” – his clan name. He
celebrated his 90 th birthday in 2008.
We know him as Nelson Mandela.
Few people would argue that he is a
humble man,
yet most would agree that he was also an
outstanding leader. T ime Magazine pulled
the curtain aside to give us a peek into the
heart of this special man and help us
understand the sheer magnetism of his
leadership style. They listed 8 practical
leadership maxims that Mandela lived by.
Google “ Nelson Mandela, leadership,
Nelson Mandela,
time” to read them all.
a humble leader
One of those laws of leadership
went like this: “ Lead from behind – and let others believe they
are in front. It is wise,” he said “to persuade people to do
things and make them think it was their own idea.” He
believed that the trick of leadership is allowing yourself to be
led too. Those are the words of a humble man.
How many of us have been in meetings dominated by strong
personalities who controlled the meeting without
consideration for others in the room? We all have. On the
other hand, how many of us have watched strong leaders
manage meetings respecting the dignity and opinions of all the
persons around the table? Such leaders generate respect. What
makes the difference between these two? A great Biblical
word: humility.
Sometimes I think we have confused a strong
personality with strong leadership. But they are poles apart.
When we are looking for pastoral staff or elders or key
ministry leaders to serve our churches we must be careful to
consider this quality of humility. But how can you tell if a
person is humble? Over the years I have observed how humble
people behave and lead.
1. Humble Pe ople Take An Inte rest In Othe rs
In fact humble people rarely talk about themselves. As any
dialogue with them progresses they are asking questions that
show a genuine interest in who you are and what you are
doing. T hey applaud your successes and give hope in your
failures. An encounter with a humble person is like an
encounter with Jesus.
2. Humble Pe ople Value Te am Unity More Than Their
O wn Agendas
A willingness to defer to others, when you would rather not
defer is evidence of a humble spirit. The idea behind team
leadership is that decisions where everyone on the team
participates in the process and the team arrives at a consensus
are better decisions than any one person can make alone.
When one person’s agenda dominates a discussion
without adequate dialogue, even good decisions come at
the expense of team relationships.
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That does not mean there is no tension in team

discussions. It’s in the tension where
issues are clarified and the quality of their
implications are honed. Creative tension is good. But at the
end of the day, humble people want to land where the unity of
the team and their relationships with team members are intact.
3. Humble Pe ople Are Inte rnally
Strong But Ne ver Intimidate To Win
The idea of meekness fits well into the notion of humility. It is
power under control. The word was used of a horse that has
been broken through training – still powerful but the power is
under control. Leaders who have been broken by God’s Spirit
have learned how to draw strength from Him. When they
invite people to follow God they help to make the journey an
adventure.
If your church has become a magnet that regularly
draws marginalized people into a connection with the Living
God, you can be sure that it is being humbly led by servant
leaders who love God and are showing the fruit of the Spirit in
their leadership style. Thank the Lord for such leaders, for you
have been blessed.
Here’s a great pair of verses that capture the essence of
Biblical humility:
“ Don’t be selfish; don’t try to impress others.
Be humble, thinking of others as better than yourselves.
Don’t look out only for your own interests,
but take an interest in others, too.”
Philippians 2:3-4 (NLT)
Continued from p 8

2nd Thots: What if Dave is Right?
Church leaders must seek after God to know Him and
walk with Him. But to be people who understand, they
must also be students of human beings. Including:
Their times and politics
Like the “men of Issachar, who understood the times
and knew what Israel should do” 1Ch 12:32
Their nee d for justice
“But how can I bear your problems and your burdens
and your disputes all by myself? 13 Choose some wise,
understanding and respected men from each of your
tribes, and I will set them over you." Deut. 1:12,13
Their une xpresse d longings and pe rsonal psychology
“The purposes of a man’s heart are deep waters, but a
man of understanding draws them out.” Prov. 20:5
People can tell if we understand them. Become a
student of human beings and learn to speak to them in
ways that communicate hope, truth and wisdom.
As for those three receptive groups, I think Dave
is right. T hey will be responsive to the Gospel and to us,
when we engage them in terms they understand and
appreciate.

2nd Thoughts: What if Dave is Right?
Gord Martin, gord@vision-ministries.org

If Dave Ralph of Lakeside (page 1) is right
about who is and who is not responding to
the Good News in Canada these days, how
should the average pastor or church leader
respond?
He says that the people who are most
responsive to the Gospel are: disenchanted
by religion, in transition, or in crisis. I
would add to that list: immigrants from mainland China as
well as children and youth.
Church leaders should take Dave’s observations to
heart, but before we discuss outreach to these groups, let’s
answer two questions.
1. How does outreach take place in my church?
From a personal perspective, it’s all about connecting the life
of Jesus in us with the people we engage on a day-to-day
basis. But from a congregational perspective what are the
points of connection or entry for people that are not yet
followers of Jesus? Our Sunday gatherings? Small group
activities that take place in our homes or in church facilities?
In community settings?
Churches may do straightforward evangelism like
Alpha, special events or Bible studies. But many churches are
also engaging in compassion or service ministries to their
communities. T hese activities can provide positive benefits to
the people of the community and be evangelistically effective
at the same time. It is important that these compassionate
activities and service ministries in the community are
connected to our church gatherings by relational and/or
strategic bridges.
2. Do we have good relational bridges?
Are there good “relational bridges” between the ministries
our church provides to the community and our Sunday
gatherings? Are those bridges well travelled?
There are two primary factors that may not be ignored.
The first is that there must be at least one highly relational
and spiritually infectious person in the community ministry
who is also well connected to the church and is able to be a
bridge between the two. Secondly, primary leaders of the

church must also be bridges between the community and the
church.

So, how can church leaders make a difference?
Planning stra tegically
Our church cannot do everything. So what can we do that
will engage people that are reconsidering their longabandoned spiritual life? What can we do to connect with
people that are in major life transitions? What can we do for
people in various kinds of pain or crisis?
The answers to these questions are found when we
have a burden for them, when we talk with and listen to
others and through prayer.
Deploying people effectively
Church leaders cannot do everything themselves, but one of
their great tasks is to open doors to ministry for others.
People want to help, but they want to be asked and they want
to help in settings that fit their gifting and personality. And
they want to work with others with whom they have affinity
and confidence. Church leaders cannot assume that people in
their congregations will automatically find each other to
launch these ministries. Leaders have to be thinking about
what should be done, who would enjoy working together, and
how they can help congregational members connect with
each other and with suitable leaders so that great initiatives
can be launched.
Preaching with understa nding
Whoever has a public presence in our churches—worship
leaders, preachers and other communicators—has a great
responsibility.
With their words, tone of voice, facial expressions they
either communicate that they understand the needs and cares
of our three groupings of responsive people or they do not.
We cannot afford to kid ourselves about this! And we may
not be the best judges of our own capacity in this regard.
What is the objective evidence that the way I speak
communicates this kind of “ people understanding?”
Continues p 7
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